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ABSTRACT
A class of direction finding methods which operate in the presence of correlated noise with an unknown covariance matrix is presented. The approach
is based on joint estimation of the directions of arrival
and the parameters of a model for the noise covariance matrix, using a maximum likelihood estimator,
its suboptimal version or other methods. Formulas for
evaluating the maximal number of identifiable noise
parameters are also derived. Using the Cramer Rao
bound we study the degradation in DOA estimation
accuracy due to the estimation of the noise parameters.

the unknown noise covariance remains invariant, while
the signal component undergoes some change between
the two measurements. Then, the unknown noise covariance is eliminated by subtraction. However, as
stated in [8], in many practical situations, only one
measurement of the covariance is available
Recently, a MAP approach was presented in [S, 91.
This method assumes that the noise covariance matrix
is completely unknown, except for the fact that it is a
Hermitian positive definite matrix. This mrthod is reported to perform better than MUSIC and Maximum
Likelihood which are applied using the (wrong) assumption that the noise covariance is a scaled identity
matrix. In [9] it is shown that the MAP estimator proposed in [8] is in general inconsistent, except in special
cases. A similar formulation that assumes completely
unknown noise covariance was used in [7]. Wax advocated a technique based on Rissanen's MDL principle
for detection and localization of signals in noise with
completely unknown noise covariance. However, this
technique is asymptotically biased, as is the case in

1. INTRODUCTION
Array signal processing is used in diverse areas
such as radar, sonar, communications, and seismic exploration. Usually the parameters of interest are the
direction of arrival (DOA) of the observed signals and
the signal waveforms. Many high resolution methods
for estimating these parameters have been proposed
and analyzed. Most of these methods are variations
of the MUSIC algorithm [2], which requires that the
noise covariance matrix be known up to a multiplicative factor. In many radio frequency (RF) systems the
dominant noise is the thermal noise which is approximately equal in all the channels. In these cases the
correct noise covariance is a scaled identity matrix (or
a diagonal matrix, if the channels are unequal), and
the assumption of known noise covariance is justified.
In this paper we focus on the case where the dominant noise is external (ambient) noise. Ambient noise
is the dominant noise source in RF systems operating in the HF and VHF frequency bands, and in most
sonar systems [l],and its presence introduces correlation between the noise processes of the different sensors. This has led to the development of methods
which attempt to take into account the presence of
unknown noise correlation.
One such method is the covariance differencing
technique proposed in [3]. In this method two measurements of the array covariance are required, where

PI.
The authors of [6] and [lo] proposed a parameterization of the noise covariance based on an AR model.
The method proposed in [6] and the technique suggested in [lo] for DOA estimation are both limited
to linear uniform arrays. A formulation that is close
in spirit t o the formulation developed in this work is
presented in [4]. While [4] concentrates on numerical techniques for DOA estimation, we focus on the
Cramer Rao bound and the best performance that can
be achieved.
In this work we show that in the presence of ambient noise, the noise covariance matrix can be represented as sum of known matrices which are dependent on the array configuration. These matrices are
multiplied by a an unknown constant whost. size is determined by the intensity and the spatial distribution
of the noise. Using the Cramer Rao bound, we examine the number of unknown noise parameters that
can be estimated, the accuracy of the DOA estimates
as a function of the number of noise parameters, and
the effect of unknown noise covariance on the DOA
estimates. In [ll] we evaluated by simulations the
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We assume that w(8lk) satisfies the following relations

performance of a Maximum Likelihood estimator, and
showed that its performance is very close t o the CRB.

E{U(Slk)W*(CTlj)} = €(O)S(O - CT)bkj
E{v(W)v(4j)I = 0

2 . PROBLEM FORMULATION
We describe the data model for the narrowband
DOA estimation problem. To simplify the exposition
our discussion is confined t o azimuth-only systems,
i.e., the sensors and signals are assumed to be coplanar.
We consider an M-element array of sensors and
L narrowband far-field signal sources, and define the
M x 1 vector a(0) t o be the complex array response for
a source at direction 0. The array manifold is defined
to be the continuum M = (a(0) : 0 E [-n, n ] } .
The outputs of the M array elements at the k-th
sample are arranged in an M x 1 vector,

x ( k ) = As(k) +n(k)

k = 1,2...N;

(5)
(6)

where 6 k j is the Kronecker delta, b ( r ) is Dirac's delta
and &(e) is the spatial power density function of the
noise. Using these relations we get for the external
noise covariance

(1)

where n(k) is the noise vector, s ( k ) is the signal vector,
and
A
A = [a(B1),a(B2),...,a(#r;)]
(2)

Since &(e) is a periodic function it can be represented
by Fourier series as follows,

Assuming that the signal vectors and the noise vectors
are realizations of stationary, zero mean Gaussian random processes, and that the noise and the signals are
uncorrelated, the data covariance matrix is

€ ( e ) = E c e cos(ee) + st sin(ee>

R = E { x ( ~ ) x ~ ( ~=)A
} PA~
+E
A

00

(8)

f=O

where

1

(3)
et

where P is the signal covariance matrix and X is the
noise covariance matrix.
Modeling of the Noise Covariance Matrix
The noise in mmt receiving systems consists of
internal noise and external noise. The internal noise
is produced by the electronic equipment and includes
thermal noise and weak versions of other signals in the
system like clocks and local oscillators. The external
noise is defined as an unwanted random signal that
is intercepted by the sensor. If the system is designed
well, so that there is no coupling between the receiving
sensors, and the thermal noise is the main source of
internal noise, then a good model for the internal noise
covariance is a scaled identity matrix, PI. This model
assumes that the thermal noise intensity is the same
in all sensors and that there is no correlation between
the noise at any two sensors.
Next we define an appropriate model for the external noise. The noise intensity as a function of azimuth 0 at a given time instant k is a random function
denoted by v ( 0 l k ) . Therefore, the noise vector at the
array output (assuming external noise only) is given

A

=

lX

{ 1,

for

4 0 ) de

~ ( 0cos(lO>
)
d0

sf

{ 1.

E(0)

e=

for all

0

e>0

(9)

for l = 0
sin(e0) do

for all

> 0 (10)

In general the Fourier series representation of &(e) will
have an infinite number of terms. However, in most
practical cases of interest the noise power spectral density function is smooth and varies slowly with direction. Thus, ~ ( 0 )can be usually approximated quite
well by a Fourier series with a small number of terms,
say, E .
Substituting (8) in (7) and assuming that for e >
1the coefficients of the Fourier series are zero, we get,

c
E { n ( k ) n H ( k ) } = E c e % e +se%[

(11)

e=o

where

S!

e 1:a(o)aH(e) cos(^) d~

by

%! k

(4)
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1;

a(0)aH(O)sin(e0) dB

(12)
(13)

All %t and %[ are Hermitian. It can be shown, that
for any 2D array, with omnidirectional sensors, the
following relations hold,
Im{%t) = Im{%:c) = 0,
Re{%!} = Re{%t} = 0,

t = 2n,
i! = 2n + 1,

is violated. A full derivation of the Cramer Rao bound
can be found in [ll].
3. MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION
Once we have a parametric model for the problem we can apply various estimation techniques. Each

(14)
(15)

of these algorithms has different advantages and limitations compared with the others. In this sect,ion we
derive two such algorithms: an exact maximum likelihood algorithm, and a suboptimal but computationally more efficient version.
It is well known that the Maximum Likelihood estimator is asymptotically (with large number of samples) unbiased and statistically efficient. Since we assumed that the signals and the noise processes are
Gaussian the probability density function of the data
is given by

where n = 0 , 1 , 2 , ... Also, for any 1D array (linear
array), with omnidirectional sensors, the following relations hold,
Im{Zt) = 0,

t = 2n + 1,

(16)

Re{k:e} = 0,

i! = 272,

(17)

We therefore conclude that for linear array, with omnidirectional sensors, the matrices %l for odd P , and
the matrices % i for even i!, vanish.
Note that it is impossible to uniquely identify the
coefficients ce and s t if the noise matrices are not linearly independent. In general, the noise matrices are
confined to a AT2-dimensional real linear space due
to the fact that these matrices are Hermitian. However, for certain arrays this space may be considerably
smaller. Consider for example a uniform linear array
consisting of omnidirectional sensors. In this case the
matrices %f, %f are all Toeplitz, and therefore they are
confined to a ( 2 M - 1)-dimensional real space. Thus,
in the general case we can not estimate more than
M 2 noise parameters and in the case of uniform linear
array with omnidirectional sensors we are limited to
2M - 1 noise parameters. Further restrictions on the
number of noise parameters are presented later.
Our basic assumption in this work is that both
the noise and the signals are realizations of Gaussian
processes. Therefore, all the information about the parameters of interest is embedded in the data covariance
matrix R. Intuitively, any estimation scheme should
look for parameter values that “best” fit the model of
R. The number of independent parameters that define R is M 2 since the covariance matrix is Hermitian.
Therefore, intuitively, the maximum parameters that
can be estimated is M 2 . On the other side, the number
of parameters that should be estimated is as follows.
The L directions of arrival, the L2 independent parameters of P I and the noise parameters. Thus, the
problem is well posed only if
lLP>L+L,2+J1

where 4 is the parameter vector. In our case 4 includes
the directions of arrival, the entries of P and the noise
parameters { v j } . If we collect N independent data
samples the log likelihood function is

Q(4) = -Nlog{det{.rrR}}

-

Ntr{R-’D}

(20)

where

k= 1

The maximizer of Q(4) is the maximum likelihood estimator for the problem at hand. One can try t o maximize (20) directly, or find ways to reduce the dimension of the multidimensional search implied by (20).
In general, The dimension of the search is I; L2 + J .
However, we can reduce the search to L
by solving
for P in terms of 8 and r) and then substituting back
to Q(4). The derivation follows the steps in [5].
Maximization of (20) with respect to 8 , q and P
is equivalent to the following two-step procedure. We
first maximize the function with respect to P for a
fixed 6,r) and substitute for the resulting P as a function of 8 , r) and the data D back into the log-likelihood
function, resulting in a function to be maximized over
only the 6,r) parameters. A necessary condition for an
extremum of Q(4) with respect to P is that the part,ial
derivatives of &(d) with respect to the entries of P be
equated t o zero. Jaffer [5] shows that this condition is
equivalent to

+

(18)

Therefore, we can not expect to estimate the directions
of arrival properly, if there are more than M 2 - L2 - L
noise parameters. This intuitive observation is supported by the Cramer Rao bound. The Fisher Information Matrix become singular when the relation (18)

AHR-l[D - R]R-’A = 0
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+

(22)

In order to proceed we need an expression for the inverse of R . Define

R 2 E-i/?Rx-l/?
A

= ApAH +1

(23)

e EC-l/?A

(24)

Substituting (31) in P A H A

+ I we get

P A H A + I = (AIfA)-iAHDA

(36)

Taking the inverse of this result yield

( P A I I A + 11-1 = ( A H D A l - i A H A

Using a well know identity, we get

(37)

Substituting (37) in (35) and evaluating the trace of
the matrices, we get

tr{R-'D} = tr{D} - tr{AHAP}
Using (36)

on^

where

+ I)-'AC-1/2(D

-

+ I)-'

= 0 (28)

This reduces to
-

G

A(AHA)-iAH

tr{R-'D} = tr{HD}

R).

E-'l2A(PAHA

AE-'/?(D

gets

R)E-i/2A = 0

(29)

Substituting for R frorn (3) we get

+

+L,

Also

Thus the solution for P is given bq

Hence, (43) and (42) yield

P = (AHA)-'[AHDA - AHA](AHA)-'

xC-1/2DE-1/2

Ilefinr

R

2A

Then the maximization of
imization of
Ql(0,p)=

(31)

(32)
P A +~x

(33)

Q(4) is reduced to the max-

log(det{R}} - tr{R-'D}

A

H := I - G

(41)

The matrices G and H are recognized as projection
matrices on tlie column space of A and on the null
space of A H , respectively.
Substituting (31) in (33) and multiplying by X-i'?3
we get
~--1/2Rx--1/?
= GDG + H
(42)

A H x - l / 2 ~ x - l / ? A = A H x - l / 2 ( A P A X)X-'/?A
= A ~ A P A ~ AAHA
+
(30)

D

(40)

Using this result equation (38) becomes

Substituting (27) in (22) we get
(PAI'A

(38)

det{R} = det{X}det{GDG

+ H}

(44)

Substituting (44) and (41) in (34) and eliminating the
constant L t h t does not affect the maximization, we
get

QdOjq)=
-

log{det{E}} - log{det{GDG

+ H}} - tr{HD}

(34)

(45)

with respect to 0 , q . linfortunatclj, equation (34) requires a matrix inversion Wc can simplify (34) following the rteps described in [5] with the required rnodifications Using (26) U P have

The mzximization of Q? requires a reduced dimension
search We have tried to redlice the search dimension
even more by expressing tlie noise parameters estimates using only t4he directions of arrival. Ilnfortunately, we could clo this only for a single noise parameter, in which case we get

-

The generalization of this result is still an open problem.

to zero as N -+ 00. Therefore, our estimates are
asymptotically unbiased.

4. SUBOPTIMAL ESTIMATION
In the previous section we described the exact
Maximum Likelihood (ML) algorithm for the problem
at hand. The ML estimator is known t o be asymptotically unbiased and efficient. Unfortunately, this
method requires a search in a parameter space whose
dimension is L j . We now derive a suboptimal algorithm, using intuitive arguments, whose performance
is acceptable, in most cases. The search associated
with this algorithm is of dimension L .
We first note that
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